An atomic beam of Li was transversely cooled using an intense standing-wave radiation field. A dramatic change in the transverse velocity distribution was observed. Structure in the resulting velocity distribution was found to be due to velocity-tuned multiphoton "Doppleron" resonances. The force due to seven-photon Fig. 2(a) depicts an atom moving with velocity v in a standing wave of frequency co in the laboratory frame. In the frame of the atom, shown in the lower part of Fig. 2(a) 
The forces experienced by an atom moving in an intense standing-wave radiation field are due to several fundamentally different physical mechanisms depending on the velocity of the atom and the intensity of the field.
At high intensities, multiphoton effects become important. At sufficiently low intensity, the force on the atom is the sum of the forces from each individual travelingwave component of the standing wave. ' If the radiation frequency is tuned near, but below, an atomic transition frequency, the atom will experience a net cooling force. This is the "usual" laser cooling force or, the so-called Doppler force. However, at high intensity, the force is fundamentally altered. Stimulated processes involving both traveling waves become important. Figure 1 The heated atoms accumulate at larger velocity, where the force is relatively weak, and form the peaks adjacent to the dips. The arrows in the figure indicate the positions of the one-, three-, five-, and seven-photon Doppleron resonances. The resolution of the probe laser is limited by the natural width of the transition, which corresponds to a velocity of 390 cm/s. This resolution is insufficient to resolve beyond the seven-photon Doppleron resonance. The velocity-dependent dipole force, which is a cooling force for small velocities, is responsible for the narrow central peak.
Also shown in Fig. 4(a) is a fit resulting from numerical integration of the atoms' motion through the standing wave. The inputs to this fit are the unperturbed velocity distribution, obtained by probing the atoms with no standing wave present, and the results of the exact force calculation displayed in Fig. 1 Fig. 4(a) Fig. 4(a) . The effect of the higher-order resonances is more pronounced for negative detuning than for positive, because cooling narrows the velocity distribution, producing sharper features. We further confirmed our identification of the effect of the Doppleron resonances by obtaining data for several values of h.
Again, we find that the data agree with the theoretical fits.
Our experiment is similar to previous experiments which have investigated the force on an atom due to an intense transverse standing wave.
However, these experiments were concerned mainly with the dipole force which dominates for very low velocity. In these experiments, the atoms' transverse spatial positions were detected with a hot-wire surface-ionization method.
With this method, the resolution of large transverse ve- 
